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Julius Caesar Read-AlongSaddleback Educational Publishing
Read through time, enjoying the good, the better, and the best books from each of the seven
eras below: Year 1: Ancient History to 476 A.D. Year 2: The Middle Ages, 477 to 1485 A.D.
Year 3: The Age of Discovery, 1485-1763 A.D. Year 4: The Age of Revolution, 1764-1848 A.D.
Year 5: The Age of Empire, 1849-1914 A.D. Year 6: The American Century, 1915-1995 A.D.
Year 7: The Information Age, 1996- Present Day At the end of seven years, repeat! A Seven
Year Cycle Reading Plan is a booklist compiled of hundreds of books from each era in history
organized into categories of interest. This volume also includes copious room for you to add
your own favorite titles!
A tragedy written early in the career of playwright William Shakespeare about two young 'starcrossed lovers' whose deaths ultimately unite their feuding families. It was among
Shakespeare's most popular plays during his lifetime and is one of his most frequently
performed plays. Today, the title characters are regarded as archetypal young lovers. She is
only fourteen, he is only a few years older. Their families are bitter enemies, sworn to hatred.
Yet Romeo and Juliet meet and fall passionately in love. Defying their parents' wishes, they are
secretly married, but their brief happiness is shattered by fate.
This edition will be of interest to all Greek scholars, ancient historians, and also the students of
English literature since the relevant discussions require no knowledge of Greek.
This series features classic Shakespeare retold with graphic color illustrations. Educators using
the Dale-Chall vocabulary system adapted each title. Each 64-page, softcover book retains key
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phrases and quotations from the original play. Research shows that the more students read,
the better their vocabulary, their ability to read, and their knowledge of the world. A triumphant
Caesar enters Rome after defeating the sons of his old enemy, Pompey. Jealousy and fear
over Caesar's reforms reveal a brewing conspiracy to assassinate him. As the plot thickens,
Caesar's wife is plagued by terrible nightmares and begs him not to go to the Capitol. But
Caesar shrugs off her fears and is accompanied to the Senate by the conspirators thus sealing
his fate. Caesar's loyal friends rally to avenge his death and preserve his legacy.
Following Common Core Standards, this lesson plan for William Shakespeare's, "Julius
Caesar" is the perfect solution for teachers trying to get ideas for getting students excited about
a book. BookCaps lesson plans cover five days worth of material. It includes a suggested
reading schedule, discussion questions, essay topics, homework assignments, and suggested
web resources.

Marcus Brutus, a Roman politician, considers Emperor Julius Caesar to be a friend, but
a senator—Caius Cassius—convinces Brutus that Caesar has too much power. Brutus
would rather Rome be a republic than an empire ruled by a tyrant, so he participates in
a conspiracy to kill Caesar. Though Brutus believes his actions will benefit Rome,
Caesar's murder brings about more bloodshed, including Brutus's own. The play
examines friendship and patriotism, the succession of leadership, and the roles of fate
and free will. Shakespeare wrote this drama, rooted in Roman history, in 1599; it was
published in 1623, after Shakespeare's death. This is an unabridged edition of the
tragic play.
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"The evil that men do lives after them;The good is oft interred with their bones..."How
do you choose between the life of your friend and the future of your homeland? In
Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, Brutus, "the noblest Roman of them all," has only his
personal integrity to help him choose which is the greatest good and where he must
place his allegiance. The wrong choice will result in certain personal and national
devastation. With its stirring speeches and vivid images of men at both their noblest
and most terrible, the play will leave the reader with a deeper understanding of what it
means to be human. To make Julius Caesar more accessible to the modern reader, our
Prestwick House Literary Touchstone Edition provides in-depth explanation, as well as
historical background. Convenient sidebar notes and an extensive glossary help the
reader navigate the complexities of the text and enjoy the beauty of Shakespeare's
verse, the wisdom of his insights, and the impact of his drama.
Perhaps the most popular from all of Shakespeare's comedies, humorously celebrates
the vagaries of love. The approaching wedding festivities of Theseus, Duke of Athens,
and his bride-to-be, Hippolyta, Queen of the Amazons, are delightfully crisscrossed with
in-again, off-again romances of two young pairs of Athenian lovers; a fateful rivalry
between the King and Queen of the Fairies; and the theatrical aspirations of a bumbling
troupe of Athenian laborers. It all ends happily in wedding-night revelry complete with a
play-within-a-play presented by the laborers to the ecstatic amusement of all.
Hamlet is a tragedy by William Shakespeare, believed to have been written between
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1599 and 1601. The play, set in Denmark, recounts how Prince Hamlet exacts revenge
on his uncle Claudius, who has murdered Hamlet's father, the King, and then taken the
throne and married Hamlet's mother. The play vividly charts the course of real and
feigned madness-from overwhelming grief to seething rage-and explores themes of
treachery, revenge, incest, and moral corruption.
A “lively” memoir by the Hollywood legend about the making of Spartacus, with a
foreword by George Clooney (Los Angeles Times). One of the world’s most iconic
movie stars, Kirk Douglas has distinguished himself as a producer, philanthropist, and
author of ten works of fiction and memoir. Now, more than fifty years after the release
of his enduring epic Spartacus, Douglas reveals the riveting drama behind the making
of the legendary gladiator film. Douglas began producing the movie in the midst of the
politically charged era when Hollywood’s moguls refused to hire anyone accused of
Communist sympathies. In a risky move, Douglas chose Dalton Trumbo, a blacklisted
screenwriter, to write Spartacus. Trumbo was one of the “Unfriendly Ten,” men who
had gone to prison rather than testify before the House Un-American Activities
Committee about their political affiliations. Douglas’s source material was already a hot
property, as the novel Spartacus was written by Howard Fast while he was in jail for
defying HUAC. With the financial future of his young family at stake, Douglas plunged
into a tumultuous production both on- and off-screen. As both producer and star of the
film, he faced explosive moments with young director Stanley Kubrick, struggles with a
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leading lady, and negotiations with giant personalities, including Sir Laurence Olivier,
Charles Laughton, Peter Ustinov, and Lew Wasserman. Writing from his heart and from
his own meticulously researched archives, Kirk Douglas, at ninety-five, looks back at
his audacious decisions. He made the most expensive film of its era—but more
importantly, his moral courage in giving public credit to Trumbo effectively ended the
notorious Hollywood blacklist. A master storyteller, Douglas paints a vivid and often
humorous portrait in I Am Spartacus! The book is enhanced by newly discovered period
photography of the stars and filmmakers both on and off the set.
Don't want to read the actual book? Tired of reading super long reviews? This new
study guide is perfect for you!! This study guide provides a short and concise review
guide of Julius Caesar by William Shakespeare. The guide includes: · A short summary
of the entire novel · The major themes and their relationship to the storyline · A
character guide with brief details on each role · Bullet-point chapter reviews that go into
more detail than the book summary · A few potential essay topics with possible
answers. All of this in-depth study guide is designed to make studying more efficient
and fun. Stay tuned for our upcoming updates that will include additional quiz
questions, audio guides and more tools that will help you easily learn and prepare for
school. Need help or have suggestions for us? Email us at info@totalgroupmobile.com
and we will get back to you as soon as possible. @TheTotalGroup
Soothsayers and premonitions. Power-hungry politicians. The Ides of March. Conspiracy,
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betrayal, and assassination. The battle for control of the Roman Empire. Enjoy the non-stop
intrigue of Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar in this action-packed manga edition. The text is
abridged so it’s fast-paced, but the original Shakespearean wording is used so you’ll
recognize famous quotations. A four-page introduction sets the stage. You’ll be amazed to
discover that the power plays and schemes of today’s political scene are nothing new.
CULTURE AND VALUES: A SURVEY OF THE WESTERN HUMANITIES takes you on a
fascinating tour of some of the world's most significant examples of art, music, philosophy, and
literature, from the beginnings of civilization to today. New features in the eighth edition are
designed to make it easy for you to understand the influence of historical events and values on
the works produced by each culture--guided discussions of all of the readings, chapter
previews, timelines, Compare and Contrast sections, Big Picture reviews at the end of each
chapter, and high-quality images with clear captions. Volume 2 covers the High Renaissance
to the 21st Century. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Ideal as a year-long program or for selective units. This packed volume takes an intense look
at Romeo and Juliet, Julius Caesar, Macbeth, Hamlet, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and The
Tempest. Each of the 40 lessons opens up the world of Shakespeare, his words, and his
characters. Extensive teacher support includes assessments, historical background and
language study, synopses, and suggestions for engaging hard-to-reach learners.
This Shakespeare reader's theater script builds fluency through oral reading. The creative
script captures students' interest, so they want to practice and perform. Included is a fluency
lesson and approximate reading levels for the script roles.
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Enter, in procession, with music, CAESAR; ANTONY, for the course; CALPHURNIA, PORTIA,
DECIUS, CICERO, BRUTUS, CASSIUS and CASCA; a great crowd following, among them a
SOOTHSAYER.CAESAR.Calphurnia.CASCA.Peace, ho! Caesar speaks.[Music
ceases.]CAESAR.Calphurnia.CALPHURNIA.Here, my lord.CAESAR.Stand you directly in
Antonius' way, When he doth run his course. Antonius.ANTONY.Caesar, my
lord?CAESAR.Forget not in your speed, Antonius, To touch Calphurnia; for our elders say, The
barren, touched in this holy chase, Shake off their sterile curse.ANTONY.I shall
remember.When Caesar says "Do this," it is perform'd.CAESAR.Set on; and leave no
ceremony out.[Music.]SOOTHSAYER.Caesar!CAESAR.Ha! Who c
Hamlet like you have never read it before: fun and easy to understand. Melodramatically
designed for 6-20+ actors, kids of all ages, or anyone who wants to enjoy and loosely
understand Shakespeare's play. Kids will love the melodramatic deaths, fight scenes, and
hilarious dialog! Guaranteed to have you and your kids coming back for more!

'Cry havoc and let slip the dogs of war, That this foul deed shall smell above the earth
With carrion men, groaning for burial' Fearful that Caesar will become a tyrant, his
friends plot to assassinate him in order to save Rome. But the conspirators' high
principles clash with personal malice and ambition, and as they vie to manipulate the
mob, the nation is plunged into bloody civil war. A taut, profound drama exploring power
and betrayal, Julius Caesarexposes the chasm between public appearance, political
rhetoric and bitter reality. 'If we wish to know the force of human genius we should read
Shakespeare.' William Hazlitt General Introduction on Shakespeare and the
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Elizabethan theatre by Stanley Wells Edited by Norman Sanders with an introduction by
Martin Wiggins
William Shakespeare was an English poet, playwright and actor, widely regarded as
both the greatest writer in the English language, and the world's pre-eminent
dramatist.He is often called England's national poet, and the "Bard of Avon." His extant
works, including collaborations, consist of approximately 39 plays,154 sonnets, two
long narrative poems, and a few other verses, some of uncertain authorship. His plays
have been translated into every major living language, and are performed more often
than those of any other playwright.
A graphic novel adaptation of William Shakespeare's play about the first emperor of
ancient Rome, the conspiracy to assassinate him, and the civil war that follows his
murder.
Julius Caesar is among the best of Shakespeare's historical and political plays. Dealing
with events surrounding the assassination of Julius Caesar in 44 B.C., the drama vividly
illustrates the ways in which power and corruption are linked.
A professor of history and classics describes the actual events of March 15, 44 BC,
when Julius Caesar was murdered during the Roman civil wars, and comparies them to
those outlined by William Shakespeare in his famous play.--Publisher's description.
CULTURE AND VALUES: A SURVEY OF THE HUMANITIES takes you on a
fascinating tour of some of the world's most significant examples of art, music,
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philosophy, and literature, from the beginnings of civilization to today. New features in
this edition are designed to make it easy for you to understand the influence of
historical events and values on the works produced by each culture--guided
discussions of all of the readings, chapter previews, timelines, Compare and Contrast
sections, Big Picture reviews at the end of each chapter, expanded coverage of Asia
and Africa, and high-quality images with clear captions. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Volume seven of the "Star Trek Reader's Reference to the Novels" offers additional
information about the adventures of Kirk and his Bridge officers, especially Kirk's early
years and Dr. McCoy's first deep-space assignment. Meet a variety of fascinating new
villains including Dr. Omen who believes he's created the perfect weapon, a Romulan
captain who seeks to destroy an entire species because he fears they will be weapons
against Romulans, Roy Moss who feels he has not received the adulation he deserves,
and High Assassin Shil Andrachis who believes killing is both a gift and a right. Meet
other who offer new experiences such as the Reys of Gullrey, archeologist and
musician Dr. Andrea Benar, and Variants who are genetically altered human stock.
Read about a horrid new species, now extinct, and follow Kirk as he "becomes" a
Kh!lict. Delve further into the mysteries surrounding the Probe that nearly destroyed
Terra. Take on the Klingons in a new ploy against the Federation. Experience an ice
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plant almost destroyed when too many of its native marine animals are taken from the
seas and meet the Kitka who are aware of an intelligent life form known as a kraken
who shares their world. Sail along on the Great Starship Race that pits the
resourcefulness of Kirk and crew against the machinations of a Romulan captain. Study
how Kirk resolves a near-war situation by reading from the Obirrhat Holy Book, learn
how Kirk, Spock, and McCoy evade the Reborning process on Sanctuary, and discover
new theories about orphan cultures.
35 reproducible exercises in each guide reinforce basic reading and comprehension
skills as they teach higher order critical thinking skills and literary appreciation.
Teaching suggestions, background notes, act-by-act summaries, and answer keys
included.
In the CliffsComplete guides, the novel's complete text and a glossary appear side-byside with coordinating numbered lines to help you understand unusual words and
phrasing. You'll also find all the commentary and resources of a standard CliffsNotes
for Literature. CliffsComplete Julius Caesar offers insight and information into a work
that's rich both dramatically and thematically. Every generation since Shakespeare's
time has been able to identify with some political aspect of the play. Discover what
happens to Rome's highly ambitious leader and to those who conspire to remove him
from the ranks — and save valuable studying time — all at once. Enhance your reading of
Julius Caesar with these additional features: A summary and insightful commentary for
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each chapter Bibliography and historical background on the author, William
Shakespeare A look at Early Modern England intellectual, religious, political, and social
context Coverage of Shakespeare's source and the play's performance history A
character map that graphically illustrates the relationships among the characters
Review questions, a quiz, discussion guide, and activity ideas A Resource Center full of
books, articles, films, and Web sites Streamline your literature study with all-in-one help
from CliffsComplete guides!
This edition offers a new way to read and study The Tragedy of Julius Caesar - without
distracting footnotes. A freshly edited version of Shakespeare's original text,
incorporating the latest scholarship, appears opposite a modern English translation that
parallels the original, line-for-line.
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